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Printers. Your printer must be able to read PCL5 in hardware/firmware. PCL is the standard print
format for HP LaserJet-compatible printers. Most, but not all laser printers can read PCL 5 or
lower, but double check with your vendor.
Scanners. To scan directly into Aljex your scanner must be connected to your desktop computer,
it cannot be a network scanner. If you are using a network scanner you will need to save the files
to your desktop and upload the document/s. A scanner with Twain drivers is required to scan
directly into Aljex. The scanner must have a feeder and cannot be flatbed only. In order To scan
directly into Aljex, you must first be able to scan in Windows.
Web Browser. As Aljex continues to evolve, new coding is required to accomplish many of the
features available through our software. To ensure all features function as designed, users must
use a JavaScript enabled modern browser such as Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome. Internet
Explorer 9 or higher is also supported when Compatibility View is OFF. With Microsoft phasing
out Windows XP, IE8 does not support all modern code being used and will not display all Aljex
programs properly.
Monitor Size. Aljex Vision is designed to fit a 22-inch widescreen monitor (or larger) at a
minimum resolution of 1680 x 1050.
MAC/ Apple OS. To use Aljex Classic on a MAC/Apple OS: Run VMware Fusion, Parallels Desktop
for Mac or Apple Boot camp, so you can install FacetWin on the computer. If you run VMWare
Fusion or Parallels Desktop, you will NEED to install Windows, and then install FacetWin. If you
run Apple Boot Camp, boot into Windows and then install FacetWin on the computer.
Checks. Dynamic Systems has been working with Aljex Software to provide Aljex users
professionally designed and 100% compatible checks and forms. To enhance your web
experience, they have built a website specifically for Aljex Software users. You can track your
orders, review previous orders and create your own proofs! Please use this link to access:
http://www.dswebtoprint.com/aljex
Invoices
 Invoices are designed to be folded into thirds.
 The Bill To is located in the bottom left corner & designed to show in window (only one
window).
 Aljex uses Number 10 Window Envelopes for Invoices
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